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INTRODUCTION: FAMILY REPRODUCTION,
CHILDREN’S MORALS, AND CENSORSHIP
Lust is the boon companion of all other crimes. There is no evil
so extensive, none doing more to destroy the institutions of free
America. It sets aside the laws of God and morality; marriage
bonds are broken, most sacred ties severed, State laws ignored,
and dens of infamy plant themselves in almost every
community, and then reaching out like immense cuttlefish,
draw in, from all sides, our youth to destruction.1
(Anthony Comstock, 1883)

O

F THE SCORE of literary censorship societies founded between
1870 and 1890, only two left many traces in the historical record. Our language and laws reflect the legacy of these societies,
while the issues addressed by these organizations still motivate contemporary political debate. The New York Society for the Suppression of
Vice (NYSSV), founded in New York City in 1872 by Anthony Comstock
and his wealthy supporters in the Young Men’s Christian Association,
sponsored passage of a federal anti-obscenity law that forbade use of the
postal service for distributing obscene materials, including information
about or devices that caused abortion or contraception. Nearly half the
states passed similar laws. The overturning of the last of these laws by
the Supreme Court in the 1965 Griswold v. Connecticut decision formed
the judicial precedent for the legalization of abortion. Comstock’s standards for decency in art spawned the word Comstockery to denote
prudery. A verdict in one of Comstock’s cases created the legal standard
for determining obscenity for half a century. In Boston, Brahmin backers
of the New England Society for the Suppression of Vice (renamed the
Watch and Ward Society in 1890) were such vigorous censors of literature that the term “banned in Boston” came to describe the Victorian
literary standards of the city.2 The power of these censorship organizations originated in the wealth and prestige of their members. More than
one-quarter of the anti-vice supporters in Boston and New York were in
the Social Register or were millionaires, while virtually all the rest were
businessmen or professionals.
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These nineteenth-century censors should not be dismissed as mere
quaint Victorians. The issues they addressed—pornography, abortion,
the availability of contraceptives, the corruption of children by libidinous
and pervasive popular culture, and indecency in art and literature—echo
contemporary political concerns. The rhetoric they employed—that obscenity threatened children—was powerful. But it did not always work.
While Boston and New York spawned powerful anti-vice societies, Philadelphia remained quiescent in the field of censorship. The Philadelphia
anti-vice effort received so little support that historians and sociologists
have incorrectly assumed that the city had no censorship movement.3
The anti-vice crusade, like many moral reform movements, gained legitimacy from the claim that children were threatened by the vices reformers sought to suppress. This claim remains a powerful rhetorical tool
even for movements not identified with protecting children. The contemporary anti-abortion movement, ostensibly about fetuses, scored a major
victory with passage of parental consent laws, which increase parental
control of teenage daughters. Persons arguing against gay rights assert
that homosexuals actively seek to recruit young people, particularly
schoolchildren, to their ranks. Similarly, a century ago the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union mobilized a powerful movement against the
consumption and sale of alcohol by arguing that drunken husbands
squandered their wages and neglected and abused their families.4 Moral
reform movements, and reformers claiming that their crusade protected
children, have spanned at least a century. This book will focus on two
central questions: What makes such moral claims potent, and under what
circumstances are concerns about children likely to result in moral reform
movements? I will address these questions by focusing on the nineteenthcentury anti-vice movement, analyzing its success in New York and Boston and its failure in Philadelphia. I argue that the anti-vice movement
succeeded when its leaders connected concerns about the moral corruption of children, occasioned by changes in gender roles and the social
meaning of sexuality, to threats to the social position of the upper and
middle classes. The latter concern resulted from the growing numbers,
social presence, and political power of immigrants. Support for this social
movement, like any, can be understood only by examining the political
and social issues and anxieties faced by potential supporters within a historical context. However, the dynamics of the anti-vice movement offer
insights into moral issues that have emerged in this century.
At the heart of moral reform politics, I argue, is family reproduction,
specifically, the reproduction of the next generation. Moral crusades address a crucial issue for parents: whether their children will equal or better
their parents’ place in the social world. The problem of children’s survival
and success touches parents’ most profound hopes and fears. One aspect
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of family reproduction is the reproduction of whatever economic privilege
the parents have.5 Parents seeking to reproduce their class position in and
for their offspring attempt to teach children values and habits that will
lead to success. Parents also provide children with opportunities.6
Crusades to protect children from vice address parents’ fear that vice
will render children unfit for desirable jobs and social positions. This concern can take the form of believing that children will not be hired, or will
be excluded from desired social circles, because their habits, reputations,
or appearance will make them seem untrustworthy. This is the fear that
others will erect what Lamont calls “moral boundaries” against one’s
children.7 Related to this is the fear that children will actively embrace
habits or lifestyles that parents see as inimical to acceptable work or social habits. Alcohol or drug use, or children’s embracing youth culture
and rejecting their parents’ ethics (as in the rejection of “the establishment” in the 1960s, exemplified by the exhortation to “tune in, turn on
and drop out”), might lead to understandable, if unsubstantiated, parental anxieties about children’s futures. Fear about children’s character
was possibly even greater in the late-nineteenth century, when discussions
of “character” were rampant, and requirements for reproducing middleand upper-class social positions even less clear.8
Moral corruption of children threatens more than the reproduction of
parents’ cherished values. At stake for parents is the reproduction of cultural styles, habits, and lifestyles. The transmission of culture is important because the reproduction of social privilege involves the reproduction of social ties. In the family and in school, children are endowed with
habits, tastes, styles of interaction, and knowledge of cultural forms such
as art and music. This knowledge and sense of style, or “cultural capital,”
becomes a basis of privilege when people are excluded from valued social
positions on the basis of cultural markers.9 The sharing of both cultural
symbols and views of the world is essential in forming social relationships
and becoming part of social networks. Social networks and shared cultures are central to family reproduction for both middle- and upper-class
people, although the role these factors play differs for each class, as well
as within historical contexts.
In the late-nineteenth century as well as in the twentieth, the upper
class has consisted of (potentially interconnected) networks constituted
by friendships, marriages, and acquaintances. These ties are fostered by
locally based institutions such as clubs and boarding schools and by social events such as charity and debutante balls. These ties are the basis of
upper-class solidarity and are not predicated only, or even primarily, on
shared economic interests. Rather, inclusion in the upper class is based on
a shared culture, meaning both a style of life and a set of beliefs about the
world. A sense of self, and identification with others, originates in this
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shared culture. Thus culture is the glue that holds networks together. Persons born into or aspiring to inclusion in the upper class are socialized (or
socialize themselves) to incorporate the habits, tastes, and attitudes that
make them suitable partners in social relationships that lead to their acceptance in upper-class social clubs and at social events. The ultimate
consolidation of such social relationships is familial, meaning marriage to
another member of the upper class.10
The “robber barons” of the late-nineteenth century, exemplars of rapacious capitalists, were obsessed with family advancement. Wealth,
even vast amounts of wealth, did not make a man successful, because it
did not give him, his wife, or especially his children a place in “Society.”11
Writing about Philadelphia’s upper class, Nathaniel Burt described the
importance of family position as follows:
Even deeper than this feeling of family group and its atmosphere as being
the measure of social life and the ideal of social tone, is the sense that
family status is the basis of one’s own standing in the world. For that
venerable Position of which the Philadelphian is so confident is based
first of all on family.
The derivation of family status anywhere is fairly uniform: tenure of
power and wealth, a record of distinction somewhere along the line, and
connections with other such families of status. In this Philadelphia is
certainly not different from Rome or Kalamazoo. The way to found a
family is traditional and summed up by that formula attributed to Quakers, “In the first generation thee must do well, in the second marry well,
in the third breed well; then the fourth will take care of itself.” If Philadelphia does differ from other centers it is in its emphasis on that marrying second generation. It is not, as a rule, family founders who are remembered and worshipped, but members of a later generation. What
this means is that in Philadelphia inherited position is better than selfmade position. Inherited money is better than made money. Where the
money came from is something, no matter how honorable or even exciting, that one usually prefers to forget. A real family just has money; and
almost the same thing might be said of distinction.12

The aim of the capitalist was not to accumulate as much capital as
possible, but to establish a family embraced by the socially elect. To make
it into high society one had to be rich, but being rich did not grant one’s
family admission; furthermore, a family maintained its position not by
accumulating more wealth but by participating in social activities that
further cemented ties within the social circle.13 Marriage remains the most
important of these activities: Nelson Aldrich, Jr., scion of an old family,
urges us to “consider the implications of referring to the Social Register as
the ‘stud book.’ ”14
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The most important implication is that family occupies a central place
in upper-class reproduction—perhaps, since failure to marry within the
group means to marry down, the family is more important to the upper
class than to any other. I will discuss the implications of family reproduction for theorizing class politics and class reproduction in greater detail in
the last chapter of this book. I will argue that the central place of the
family in the reproduction of classes means that the politics of the family,
and of morality, are not peripheral to the “real” objects of class struggle.
Families are the stuff of which classes are constructed; it is through families that classes are reproduced. What is at stake in battles over morality
are fundamental issues about what classes will be.
This notion of a social class being based on networks tied together by
a shared culture is also useful for understanding the dilemma of middleclass parents trying to transmit to children their own social position.
Wealthy parents can endow offspring with sufficient income to ensure
their survival, even if children fail to learn the habits and manners
that enable social acceptance from other members of the upper class. In
short, wealthy parents can guarantee the reproduction of a child’s economic class position even if they fail to reproduce their social class position in the next generation.15 Middle-class parents, lacking inherited or
inheritable wealth, are faced with attempting to ensure their children’s
economic survival. While the upper class can be seen as a potentially
interconnected network of social clubs and philanthropic boards, of families and people tied together by mutual acquaintances, the middle class
is both more vast and diffuse. Middle-class parents are spared the problem of ensuring their children’s acceptability to others in a finite and
hierarchal network of social clubs and social events, but middle-class
success remains predicated on the transmission of a shared culture that
facilitates social ties. Middle-class success is defined by achievement in
two related realms: school and work. A child must do well in school
in hopes of becoming an adult who either succeeds in the labor force or
who marries a person capable of supporting him or her. Success in school
is partly predicated on the manners and attitudes children bring to the
classroom.16 The skills and credentials gained in school are then, hopefully, translated to employment. Part of this translation involves presenting a self that employers see as both able and trustworthy. Getting a
job is also predicated on social contacts; knowledge of available jobs
flows through social networks.17 Thus social networks and shared cultures work to reproduce both upper- and middle-class children. Although
parents from these two social classes face different problems in ensuring
the success of their offspring, moral corruption can threaten access to
valued social networks, and thus to a valued social position, for children
of both classes.
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Family Relations and Moral Reform
Moral reform movements, and concerns about children that motivate
them, are particularly likely to arise in two specific contexts. One potent
source of such movements is changing relationships within the family.
Family relations are erected upon power relations between adults and
children and men and women. Family reproduction involves, in part,
controlling children. Preserving the social position of children is in part
a policing process, an attempt to keep children from learning practices
that will undermine children’s future success.18 But the power that operates in the family is not only that of adults over children. If children are
to be reproduced, someone has to do the work of reproducing them—
meaning not only giving birth to them, but feeding, washing, clothing,
and watching them. In our time, as in Comstock’s, that someone is almost
always a woman.19 But power dynamics within the family can be altered
by changes outside it. In recent decades increasing employment opportunities for middle-class women have given them a choice about staying
home and raising children; the stagnation of wages has given some
women no choice but to work outside the home. But if the reproduction
of families, and of appropriately class-socialized children, is predicated
on the unpaid labor of women in the home, then changes outside the
family that potentially alter the roles within it threaten the process
of family reproduction—and create a constituency for moral reform
movements. In the contemporary United States the most fervent debate
about women’s roles has taken place within the context of the politics of
abortion. At the heart of this debate, Luker argues, is a controversy about
the nature of motherhood. The pro-life position is held by women who
are dependent on traditional roles as homemakers; they are opposed and
threatened by women whose pursuit of careers depends on reproductive
control.20 Changes in women’s roles that generate concerns about family
reproduction are not confined to increasing employment. In the final section of this chapter I discuss changes in gender in the late-nineteenth
century that led to widespread criticism of women for their presumed
abandonment of their maternal roles and duties. Moral rhetoric addresses changes in family relations, particularly gender relations. In such
arguments parents, usually mothers, are blamed for inadequately socializing their children, and for the presumed suffering of the innocents of the
next generation.
The first part of this book addresses changes in the family that drove
and were addressed by anti-vice societies. Comstock’s campaign against
abortion and contraception, and the historical context in which this occurred, is examined in chapter 2. The anti-vice movement, like the physi-
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cians’ anti-abortion crusade that proceeded it, linked concerns about sexuality and gender with fear of growing immigrant populations. Comstock
made several unique contributions to the campaign to make abortion illegal and unavailable. The anti-obscenity law written by Comstock and
passed by Congress forbade using the mails to distribute information
about or devices that caused abortion or contraception. In his role as
postal inspector, Comstock used this law, along with similar state-level
laws, to drive abortion—which was still widely available, if illegal—underground. But Comstock used the debate about abortion to the end of
suppressing what he saw as obscenity, arguing that abortion resulted
from the sexual debauchery of young people, who had become crazed
with lust because of lascivious reading.
Chapter 3 is devoted to demonstrating that upper-class and uppermiddle-class people supported Comstock’s organization and to explaining this support. Comstock mobilized elite supporters by arguing that
obscenity corrupted children. Obscenity endangered elite children because moral corruption threatened to topple them from the peak of the
social hierarchy, rendering them unfit for respectable society. This problem, in different forms, potentially plagued both wealthy children and
those of more humble origins. Comstock’s rhetoric largely concerned the
harm that obscene materials could inflict on elite children, but he addressed the effects of such material on working-class children as well. Evil
reading, he asserted, made those children dangerous and violent delinquents, and thus a threat to their social superiors.
Women occupied an important role in anti-vice rhetoric, although not,
I argue, the one usually asserted in feminist readings of Comstock. Focusing on the very negative effect the Comstock Laws had on women’s ability to control reproduction, various authors have asserted that these
laws were an attempt to control women by forcing them to bear and rear
children.21 I argue that children, not women, were Comstock’s concern,
although he assumed that the rearing of morally pure children required
women devoted to home and family. The Comstock Laws and the antivice movement were thus centrally concerned with women’s roles in
family reproduction, but historians have been mistaken in attributing the
anti-vice movement to a desire to oppress women by forcing unwanted
pregnancies upon them. Changes in women’s roles had an important
place in anti-vice rhetoric, but it was a different place than the one women
occupied in the physicians’ anti-abortion campaign. In the latter, women
were chided for failing to reproduce adequate numbers of babies; laws
forbidding abortion were advocated as a means to increase the birthrate
of the native born. The anti-vice movement was concerned with the
proper socialization of children, not their numbers, and employed rhetoric that condemned “fashionable” women for failing to mother properly.

10
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The problem of reproducing morally pure children concerned not only
policing their reading materials (which was the joint responsibility of censors, school superintendents, and watchful parents), but guarding the
family as a social institution. Late-nineteenth-century social and moral
commentators saw the family facing a variety of travails. A growing sexual subculture made increasingly available pornography and prostitutes,
consumed and patronized, sometimes openly, by respectable sons and
fathers.22 Proper society also confronted changes in sexual expression and
expectations, particularly in romantic relationships. Love became sexualized; the physical expression of love was an expected part of romance.
Furthermore, romantic love subsumed and eventually replaced love of
God as the central component of individual identities.23 The eroding
power of the church, the changing nature of love, the new expectations of
marriage, and the growing autonomy of women were all seen as causes of
divorce, which, once almost unthinkable, became more common. These
problems, and Comstock’s response, are discussed in chapter 4.
Comstock, not surprisingly, attributed the erosion of the family to the
spread of immoral sexual practices and materials. Yet other social commentators offered quite different analyses of divorce, prostitution, and
sexual immorality. The free love movement offered the most radical critique, arguing that marriage sexually enslaved women. The institution
was maintained, they asserted, by women’s forced economic dependence
on men and by the church that, in violation of the Constitution, had captured the state to serve its ends. Sexual ignorance led to exploitative relations between men and women, free lovers argued, and they proposed
frank discussions of sexuality and marriage as the cure. Comstock found
these arguments obscene. He used the anti-obscenity laws to harass, arrest, and sometimes imprison the leading free lovers, who responded by
mounting the only sustained attempt to repeal the Comstock Laws. Comstock linked the issue of obscenity to the sanctity of marriage and the
power of the church, suppressing a movement that advocated the end of
women’s sexual oppression.

Ethnic Conflict and Moral Reform
The argument that the anti-vice movement arose from anxieties about the
reproduction of elite children, occasioned by changes in the family and
the roles of its members, does not explain why the anti-vice societies arose
in some times and places rather than others. A second impetus for moral
reform movements comes not from changes within the family, but from
changes in the social context in which families reside. If the social niche
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that children are being trained to occupy is threatened, moral reform
movements and rhetoric serve to explain children’s failure. Moral crusades thus become a response to the problem of parents’ attempts to reproduce children fit for an economic niche that is likely to be undergoing
changes beyond the parents’ control.24 Moral rhetoric is thus a response
not only to changes in family relations, but to political or economic
threats to the social position of families.
In the second part of this book I examine how the success of the antivice societies depended on their ability to link rhetoric about protecting
children to upper- and middle-class attempts to protect their social niche
against the incursion of immigrants. In chapter 5 I examine the history of
anti-vice efforts in New York City and Boston, and argue that Comstock
connected the problems of obscenity and vice to the influx of immigrants
into the city. First, Comstock argued that foreigners were responsible
for what he saw as the tide of obscenity. As pornography was increasingly driven from the streets, and as Comstock’s arrests were increasingly
made among the native born, Comstock turned to the issue of gambling,
which, he claimed, destroyed both children and families. Comstock utilized already existing discourses about city politics, which blamed immigrants for the problems (and presumed corruption) of city government,
to implicate corrupt police and city politicians in the spread of gambling.
In turn, Comstock’s campaign gave another weapon to civic reformers
who, in response to the increasing domination of city government by immigrants, stripped the city councils (and increasingly, city government
itself) of power.
While gambling and its presumed protection by corrupt city officials
enhanced the success of the anti-vice movement in New York, in Boston
these issues were vital. Founded in 1878 as an offshoot of the New York
anti-vice society, the New England Society for the Suppression of Vice
(NESSV) was characterized by a lack of direction in its early years caused,
in part, by Comstock’s success at clearing Boston’s streets of obscenity.
But while the leaders of the New England anti-vice society had assumed
police cooperation with attempts to rid the city of gamblers, they soon
found their efforts thwarted by both the police and the police commission. Frustration with the police led the NESSV to join with the Law and
Order Society in a successful attempt to remove control of the police from
the hands of the mayor and place it in the hands of the governor.
The histories of anti-vice efforts in Boston and New York imply that
while the problems of family reproduction and the socialization of children to the (class-linked) values of their parents are always present, the
success of the anti-vice societies was predicated on their leaders’ ability to
articulate a link between the problems of elite family reproduction and
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the (real or imagined) threat of immigrant communities. The anti-vice
societies did not invent nativism or the issue of corruption in city government. Nor did Comstock and the NESSV invoke corruption in city government as a ploy to increase support for the anti-vice societies. Immigrants were often blamed for the ills of the cities, so one does not have to
assume that anti-vice leaders were being calculating when they also indicted immigrants. But when the anti-vice societies linked presumed immigrant vices to threats to elite children, potential elite supporters saw
obscenity as a threat the anti-vice societies could combat.
In chapter 6 I test this explanation of anti-vice success by looking at the
failed attempts to found censorship organizations in Philadelphia. Although Philadelphia’s city government was far from free of corruption, it
was difficult to link the issue of obscenity to the presumed vices of immigrants because the city government was dominated by native-born Republicans. Comstock’s attempts to found a Philadelphia offshoot of his
organization were unsuccessful even when he tried to link the issues of
obscenity to the corruption in city government. The case of Philadelphia
supports the argument that an underlying cause of anti-vice mobilization
was the political power of immigrants.
Philadelphian’s anti-vice efforts also permit an examination of Baltzell’s argument that Quakerism accounts for the lack of a successful censorship organization in Philadelphia.25 Much of the chapter focuses on
the attempts of a prominent Quaker, Josiah Leeds, to rid Philadelphia’s
streets and theaters of material he considered obscene. Leeds’s activities
are important because he was a rich Friend who operated with the support of other prominent Quakers and the Meeting. Thus the presumed
Quaker values held by Philadelphians cannot explain why Philadelphia
lacked an effective censorship organization.
But if immigrant political power explains the success of censorship in
Boston and New York and its failure in Philadelphia, was the presumed
corruption of elite children by obscenity merely a smoke screen for the
“real” mission of the anti-vice societies, which was political control of
the cities? I argue that some of the class formation activities of the nineteenth-century upper classes, particularly the founding of major art museums and the use of boarding schools to educate elite children far from
city vices, were also linked to the size and power of immigrant communities in the three cities. Not only did Philadelphia lack an anti-vice society,
the city was slower to adopt these upper-class institutions. Because Philadelphia’s elite youngsters were less likely to be educated in boarding
schools, away from the watchful eyes of their parents, anti-vice leaders
could not cite the threat of corruption at school as a reason to support
censorship.
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Family Reproduction and Class Formation
Concerns about family reproduction drive not only moral crusades that
address the erosion of privileged social positions, but also the creation of
exclusive social niches. The Gilded Age witnessed the formation of a
number of upper-class institutions, such as exclusive social clubs, art museums (and a concept of “high culture” to delineate what should be displayed in them), and boarding schools. Boarding schools were founded
with the express intent of protecting elite children from vice; trustees of
art museums argued that their institutions would prepare children to appreciate the fine collections of Europe. Thus, concerns about family reproduction helped drive the formation of upper-class institutions.26
The rise of high culture, exemplified in the founding of art museums,
raises a final question about censorship: What do controversies about art
censorship suggest about the place of high culture in the formation of
upper-class identities and in the reproduction of the upper class? The
issue of art censorship creates yet another puzzle. Comstock’s art censorship generated public outrage in New York City, but there was no
similar controversy in Boston. Furthermore, the anti-vice society in Boston was more successful and was supported by a larger proportion of the
upper class than was the New York anti-vice society. The controversy
about art censorship is discussed in chapter 7. While Comstock’s claim
that the appeal of artistic nudes was erotic may have been accurate, this
position was untenable given existing discourses about the nature of
art. Because the “high art” that the American upper classes were appropriating consisted in part of Salon nudes, Comstock was ultimately
forced to argue that reproductions of art sold to the masses were obscene
but works viewed in museums were not. This meant that the obscenity
of a piece of art was determined by the social class of the person who
viewed it. However, in Boston nudity in art did not generate a controversy about censorship. I argue that upper-class fragmentation explains
both the controversy about art in New York and the greater support
given to the Boston anti-vice society. In Boston, a more unified upper class
reached greater consensus about artistic standards and ultimately about
censorship.
In the conclusion I will address how considering family reproduction
as a central social activity leads to reconsideration of our understanding
of the nature of class and status politics. The literature on moral reform
movements has been marred by an erroneous separation of “class” from
“status.” Examining the process of family reproduction forces us to consider how the reproduction of children is simultaneously a material and
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symbolic process. Reducing moral concerns to economic factors, or treating concern about children as a “symbolic” rather than a “real” issue,
blinds us not only to a fundamental motivator of human action—love for
one’s children—but leads us to misperceive the causes of a number of
significant issues in both historical and contemporary political debate.

Family, Status, and Class Identity in the Gilded Age
In order to understand the anti-vice movement, the problems of family
reproduction must be considered in the context of the late-nineteenth century. Family reproduction necessitated production and reproduction of
cultural markers. Cultural consumption within families was largely the
province of women. Family reproduction involved issues of class identity,
which required differentiating one’s family from those above and below.
What it meant to be upper or middle class was contested in the nineteenth
century, and the requirements for class membership, or for security for
one’s children, were far from clear.
The social and economic context in which families resided changed
dramatically in the nineteenth century, which changed the value of children, particularly in the middle class. While farm families needed the
labor of many children, who could contribute to the family income at an
early age, the children of an urban middle-class family did not labor but
had to be clothed, fed, and educated, thus making them significant expenditures. During the late-nineteenth century, economically costly children were endowed with increasing sentimental value, which eventually
created an undersupply rather than a surplus of orphaned infants. But a
large family was an unnecessary economic burden, as a smaller number of
children could provide the same sentimental value. While the nineteenth
century witnessed a dramatic change in the size of the average American
family, which decreased from 7 children to 3.5 children by the end of the
century, a figure that probably overestimates the average size of families
in the city, methods of birth control (other than abstinence) were either
unreliable or illegal.27
Changes in the roles of women accompanied changes in the value attached to children. Middle-class women, relegated to the home, were responsible for making it a place of beauty and tranquility. They were also
charged with training children to take their place in a world in which
manners and appearances were increasingly important indicators of social position. It was women’s duty to make themselves and their families
look like proper members of the middle class.28 As Abelson argues, “social identity was established through new possibilities of consumption.”
These possibilities, she notes, were facilitated through hugely expanded
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production capacities, which forced producers to cultivate new markets.
The main target of these marketers was the home. Women’s role as orchestrators of home consumption thus made them a linchpin of industrial
capitalism.29 While the economy depended on this expanded consumption, the emphasis on style and concern with fashion that were vital
markers of middle-class identities were seen as frivolous at best, and a
threat to social order at worst. A Harper’s Magazine editorial, which
sought to explain the decreasing size of American families, blamed middle-class reluctance to reproduce on a trivial obsession with merchandise:
Wealth and fashion have become too generally the great standards aimed
at in life. The plain and simple manner of living, with frugal and industrious habits and slow accumulations once practiced, have given way to a
more extravagant, luxurious, and stimulating course of life, and an eager
struggle for rapid gains. Young men must now commence life where
their fathers left off. While men have been, as it were, wholly absorbed
in making money, women have become altogether too much immersed
in pursuit of mere pleasure and fashion. . . . Under these circumstances
children have come to be considered a care, a burden, and an expense
which is thought must, at least to some extent, be dispensed with. In
making, therefore, plans for marriage and settlement in life, such troubles are to be avoided as much as possible, especially until the parties get
off comfortably in the world.30

Condemnations of consumption were particularly focused on women;
attacks on fashion were a pointed critique of women’s social roles.
Women’s obsession with shopping, critics argued, suggested female
moral frailty. A New York Times article condemned shopping as follows:
The awful prevalence of the vice of shopping among women is one of
those signs of the times which lead the thoughtful patriot almost to despair of the future of our country. Few people have any idea of the extent
to which our women are addicted to this purse-destroying vice.31

Fashionable women concerned themselves with appearances, the display
of which was a social event removing them from home. The requirements
of middle-class status were thus predicated on the labors of women, who
were required to venture into public to acquire from the vast, newly available array of articles those which would signify the social place of her
family and herself. This particular labor of women was trivialized, and
seen as a peculiarly female vice.32 Thus condemnations of fashionable
women rose in concert with changes in the roles of middle-class women,
who were increasingly charged with keeping up the middle-class appearance of their family: women were condemned for a role they were increasingly required to play.33
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Gender and Contested Upper-Class Identities
Women occupied a second significant role in the social landscape in
which Comstock operated. Issues of social status and class identity
loomed large in the lives of people who, like many of Comstock’s supporters, were upper class. As with the middle class, issues of upper-class
identity revolved around social styles based on consumption, an activity
orchestrated within the family, and whose coordination was the province of women. Enormous fortunes were made during and after the Civil
War. The makers of these fortunes struggled to translate their money into
social esteem. At issue was not only the prestige accorded to ownership
of a pseudo-chateau on Fifth Avenue, but the social circles in which one
would find acceptance. The premier signal of social acceptance was
the marriage of one’s children into high-status families—in effect, to
families with older fortunes. Simultaneously, however, parvenus used
their fabulous wealth to remake the upper class, establishing new cultural
(and fiscal) scripts for upper-class behavior. The persons at the center
of these attempts to establish family position and permanence, who bore
the brunt of criticism for both the excesses of the late-nineteenth century
and the unhappiness of marriages wrought for status, were women.
While Comstock’s rhetoric about threats to elite children referred to
pernicious influences threatening wealthy families from below, exactly
what social place children should be fitted to occupy was also hotly debated. These struggles within the upper class are important for understanding the anti-vice campaigns for two reasons. First, if we define membership in the upper class as being a millionaire or being included in the
Social Register—a highly restrictive definition that ignores memberships
in clubs and attendance at schools that also denote upper-class status—
then at least one-quarter of NYSSV and NESSV supporters were upper
class.34 These supporters were disproportionately important, however,
because of the status and legitimacy they conferred on the anti-vice societies. But issues of upper-class social competition also occupied an important role in rhetoric about vice. Comstock referred to, and chided, “fashionable people” in his discussions of child rearing as well as in rhetoric
about art. Stereotypes about the fashionable referenced schisms in the
upper class, as well as middle-class resentment of the wealthy. When
Comstock chided “fashionable women” for not taking adequate care
of their children, he addressed not only middle-class women’s roles, but
also issues of what the upper class—and in particular, the upper-class
family—should be.
An examination of writings by and about upper-class people in the
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late-nineteenth century reveals that social competition, particularly the
drama of “inclusion” or “exclusion” from “Society,” was rife during
the late-nineteenth century. Cleveland Amory has shown that claims
that “Society is dead” have been made since the landing of the Pilgrims,
invariably by those whose status is being challenged.35 But the years between the Civil War and the rise of the Progressives, which became
known as the Gilded Age because of the fortunes being amassed and
the excesses they bred, were the site of especially acute social competition, particularly in New York City. Tensions over what it meant to
be upper class ultimately impeded censorship efforts, particularly efforts
to censor art.
New York high society was composed of a variety of competing
cliques, although the most recognized (perhaps because the most vociferous) were the “Knickerbockers,” who claimed descent from the colonial
Dutch families who had dominated New York social life since the seventeenth century, and “the Four Hundred,” a group of parvenus united
with old-money families that was organized in the 1870s. Commentaries
by those with old money, as well those with new, indicate that social
barriers fell quickly under the onslaught of new fortunes. For example,
Mrs. John King Van Rensselaer, a Knickerbocker, wrote in 1924 of how
Society had changed since her childhood.
The early ’70s furnished the golden age for New York’s aristocracy.
They were also the years in which men and women began to climb up to
the citadel of social distinction over the newly established trails of wealth
and achievement. In the succeeding decades money and achievement, or
even notoriety, obtained admission for their possessors into what remained of the city’s formerly rigid social structure.
Up over the pathway of wealth the men and women who had no
qualifications further than the fortunes they had obtained through luck
or inheritance, came thronging to the heights once so carefully guarded.
Over the trail of achievement, foreign peasants who had become bankers, newspaper owners who had been and still were common scoundrels,
obscure folk who had attained position as merchants, physicians, lawyers, clambered upward to the eminence where a few years earlier only
those of patrician heritage has been permitted to stand.36

This invasion of the barbarian hordes was not, of course, seen in the
same light by the barbarians. Ward McAllister, potentate of the Four
Hundred, led the onslaught on the old social order. In 1890 McAllister
published his memoirs in Society as I Have Found It, which discussed the
strategies he employed to break the Dutch stranglehold over New York’s
elite social life.
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At this time there were not more than one or two men in New York
who spent, in living and entertaining, over sixty thousand dollars a
year. There were not half a dozen chefs in private families in this city.
Compare those days to these, and see how easily one or two men of
fortune could then control, lead, and carry on society, receive or shut
out people at their pleasure. If distinguished strangers failed to bring
letters to them, they were shut out of everything. Again, if, though
charming people, others were not in accord with these powers, they
could be passed over and left out of society. All this many of us saw, and
saw how it worked, and we resolved to band together the respectable
element of the city, and by this union make such strength that no individual could withstand us.37

The object was not, of course, to let “everybody” in, but to redefine who
was acceptable for associating with “Society.” McAllister’s ability to play
on the emotions of pride, envy, and greed made him a genius in the field
of social arbitration. It was clear to McAllister that the Knickerbockers
could not be circumvented, but must instead be co-opted. This was accomplished through the formation of a committee of twenty-five men,
called (fittingly) “the Patriarchs,” each of whom would be responsible for
inviting nine guests to a series of balls—the Patriarch Balls. The intent of
these balls, first held in 1872, was to mix old Society with new money.
The object we had in view was to make these balls thoroughly representative; to embrace the old Colonial New Yorkers, our adopted citizens,
and men whose ability and integrity had won the esteem of the community, and who formed an important element in society. We wanted the
money power, but not in any way to be controlled by it.38

Each Patriarch was answerable for the behavior of those he invited. In the
event that a guest gave offense, the managers of the balls (presumably
McAllister and the other Patriarchs) would make public the name of his
sponsor, which would result in the offending Patriarch being “upbraided” by the rest of the community.39
The key to the success of the balls was not only the mixture of “Colonial New Yorkers” with “money power,” but the social exclusiveness of
the events.
We knew then, and we know now, that the whole secret of the success
of these Patriarch Balls lay in making them select; in making them the
most brilliant balls of each winter, in making it extremely difficult to
obtain an invitation to them, and to make such invitations of great value;
to make them the stepping-stone to the best New York society, that
one might be sure that any one repeatedly invited to them had a secure
social position.40

